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1.0 Key findings

1.1: Fish passage prioritisation

The North Petherton Stream is fragmented by historic structures, some easier
than others to mitigate for fish passage. 

Prioritisation  for  modifying  these  structures  should  probably  be  based  on
feasibility and cost vs lengths of channel habitat connected, and some idea of
prioritisation is given in the Recommendations / summary tables in Section 5
(Appendix) below. 

1.2: Flow management

From this walkover, it appears that the flow splits in the North Petherton Stream
are controlled by two main structures: at School Fields and Baymead Mill.

Figure 1: Map showing the location of key control structures on the North Petherton
Stream

Subject to further investigation, it might be possible to ease fish passage from
the M5 as far upstream as the School Fields control structure, simply by directing
more attraction flow down the true ‘Back Stream’ / North Petherton Stream, and
effectively bypassing the various obstructions on the ‘Front Stream’ / Mill Stream
and its relief channel. 

At the same time, there is likely to be considerable ecological and social benefit
in maintaining at least some flow in the subsidiary channels.

1.3: Water quality

Perhaps surprisingly for an urban area, few signs of urban runoff, misconnections
and other water quality issues were noted in the course of this walkover, and this
is borne out by the stream’s WFD data in Section 2 of this report.

As a means of engaging local people, however, it might be beneficial to establish
a local programme of riverfly monitoring among motivated local volunteers.

1.4: Habitat
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It was noted during this walkover that many areas of the North Petherton Stream
appear  to  benefit  from good gravels,  with  high  spawning potential  for  many
species  of  fish.  Spawning  success  could  be  enhanced  by  incorporating  more
woody material into the channel to reinvigorate natural processes of scour and
deposition. 

Hardened stream banks through the town have resulted in a lack of root wad
habitat  and trailing cover for juvenile  and adult  fish alike.  These hard banks
should  be  softened  wherever  possible  –  increasing  habitat  complexity  and
creating trailing cover for the benefit of many species. Additional options could
include adding small boulders or woody material, perhaps in the form of cover
logs, to increase roughness and habitat for adult fish.

Since much of the North Petherton Stream flows through private gardens, this
could involve a programme of engaging local residents to persuade them of the
benefits of managing their individual stretches of stream more naturalistically.

There are also significant opportunities to improve the aesthetics of the North
Petherton  Stream  in  various  locations  through  channel  realignment,  bank
regrading and increased vegetation coverage. This work could easily incorporate
modifications that would also increase high flow conveyance within the channel,
thereby also reducing flood risk in and around North Petherton. 
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2.0 Introduction

This report is the output of a visit undertaken by Theo Pike of the Wild Trout
Trust  on  approximately  1.5  km of  the  Petherton  Stream in  North  Petherton,
Somerset. 

The initial visit was undertaken on 22 February 2020 to provide the Environment
Agency with baseline habitat assessment of the urban reaches of the Petherton
Stream,  and  investigate  the  main  factors  driving  poor  performance  of  fish
populations. Particular attention was paid to:

 identifying barriers to fish migration
 identifying opportunities to improve habitat and water quality
 understanding splits of flow in this historically modified stream.

At the time of the walkover, flow was judged to be elevated from normal winter
levels, but dropped slightly and cleared noticeably over the course of the day.

Comments in this report are based on observations on the day of the site visit
and discussion with a local resident. Throughout the report, normal convention is
followed with respect to bank identification i.e. banks are designated Left Bank
(LB)  or  Right  Bank  (RB)  whilst  looking  downstream.  The  Ordnance  Survey
National  Grid  Reference  system  is  used  to  identify  specific  locations,  and
references to upstream and downstream are often abbreviated to u/s and d/s for
convenience.

Figure  2:  Map showing the  location  of  the  urban  reaches  of  the  North  Petherton
Stream in North Petherton, Somerset
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3.0 Catchment and location overview

Under the Environment  Agency’s  Water  Framework Directive assessment,  the
Petherton Stream is not designated as artificial or heavily modified. However, the
levels of historical modification for milling and other purposes (particularly in and
around the town of North Petherton, including impoundments and barriers to fish
passage) make conditions difficult for fish including trout to complete their full
life cycles, and the stream’s ecological status is classified as Poor. On the other
hand, it is very encouraging that chemical quality is classified as Good, and this
implies considerable opportunities to enhance fish populations if fish passage and
habitat issues can be addressed. 

Full details of the Petherton Stream’s WFD classifications can be found at:

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB108052021360
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4.0 Habitat assessment

4.1 North  Petherton  Stream:  upper  urban  channel
(Hulkshay Farm to School Fields)

ST 28307 32963 (approx.):  Above Hulkshay Lane, the North Petherton stream flows
along  a  field  margin  bordered by  permanent  pasture  on both  banks.  The  stream is
heavily tunnelled, but it is well fenced off from the fields, with good instream structural
diversity from root mats and even shrubs like hazels growing in the channel. In one area
(pictured  above)  this  kind  of  feature  seems  to  incorporate  a  noticeable  step.  This
structure  is  hydrologically  rough  and  is  unlikely  to  represent  a  serious  fish  passage
problem: however, it may still be worth further investigation and possibly removal if not
completely natural.
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ST  28405  32983:  At  Hulkshay  Lane,  the  stream’s  longitudinal  connectivity  is
interrupted by a weir that creates a significant obstruction to fish passage. Just d/s of the
weir,  a  small  side  stream enters  from a  culvert  on  the  LB,  apparently  from under
Hulkshay Farm: it is thought that this may be returning flow previously diverted by the
weir.

ST 28427 32948: Approximately 50 m d/s of the weir, the stream passes under 
Hulkshay Lane in a long culvert and re-emerges alongside residential properties and 
gardens.
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ST 28532 32936 (approx): In many areas, the RB has been reinforced, but the 
channel is still relatively sinuous, and the LB appears almost entirely natural, with good 
tree root habitat. Drainage pipes from the adjacent properties were occasionally noted, 
but these were not noticeably discharging noxious substances.

ST 28616 32970: Approaching the main conurbation of North Petherton, the stream 
breaks out through fields again on both banks: permanent pasture on the RB is well 
fenced off, and the naturally winding channel contains healthy quantities of woody 
material. 
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ST 28693 32991:  Just east of High Street, the stream’s channel becomes artificially
straightened between hard banks, before plunging into a culvert under a garage and the
public  highway,  and  flowing  d/s  to  a  former  milling  complex  (now  redeveloped  for
housing).

ST 28768 33006:  By the time the stream passes under a modern brick footbridge, it
has become very deeply incised alongside the footpath and public  highway (Verriers)
with a vertical brick wall on the LB, and a nearly vertical RB which provides some trailing
cover  from  thick  brambles  (with  significant  litter  and  residues  of  dumped  grass
clippings). This straightened, torrential stretch of channel may represent a fish passage
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issue in its own right: however this could be mitigated by adding roughness in the form
of boulders or cover logs.

ST 28791 33009: At Verriers / Mill Bay, the stream emerges in a fairly fast flume 
(which may warrant further investigation for fish passage issues) into a fenced-off area 
of green space. The RB is reinforced with concrete or block stone, but the LB has a soft 
vegetated toe. During a brief previous visit, it was observed that a fringe of sedges or 
reeds had become established along this toe: on this occasion, a line of composting 
vegetation along the top of the bank suggested that this fringe had been cleared from 
the channel. At the lower end of the green space, the stream enters another culvert 
adjacent to a small Western Power Distribution site. 

A more relaxed vegetation management regime might be appropriate in this area, 
together with creation of a better vegetated toe on one or both banks. Depending on land
ownership and other factors, more ambitious schemes could include regrading the banks,
or breaking out and remeandering the stream through this green space to deliver flood 
risk reduction, as well as tree planting and even creating a more accessible community 
pocket park (which could also serve as a flood storage area).
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ST 28835 33020: The upper end of the culvert has been extended with a platform of 
sleepers, apparently to provide a parking space for service vehicles at the electricity 
distribution site. The rest of the lid of the culvert, including a concrete plinth towards its 
d/s end, is used for local car parking.

ST 28850 33045: At Watery Lane, the stream emerges from the culvert and drops over 
a long concrete sill into a hard-sided pool. The fast, laminar flow through this long culvert
and its outfall represents a significant fish passage issue. The ideal solution would be to 
daylight and renaturalise the culvert completely, perhaps incorporating a rock ramp at 
the d/s end: due to the culvert’s length and confined space, it would probably be very 
difficult to install baffles within the culvert itself.
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ST 28861 33056: In spite of its hard sides, the pool below the culvert appears to offer
reasonable fish habitat including plenty of clean gravel (an observation which applies to
many visited reaches of the North Petherton Stream). The u/s edges of the pool also
appear to be reinforced with poured concrete. Habitat in this pool, which extends for
about 50 m d/s under a low bridge, would certainly  benefit  from softer margins and
overhanging/trailing  cover.  Secure  introduction  of  some  woody  material  would  also
increase complexity and habitat value for many species of invertebrates and fish.
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ST 28901 33051: Between Watery Lane and Fore Street, the banks of the stream have
been very aggressively hardened with concrete to create access walkways to the rear of
properties  on each side,  possibly  quite  recently.  As a result,  habitat  quality  is  poor,
although gravel may be present in the stream bed. Fish habitat could be improved by the
addition of small boulders or cover logs within the hard sides of the channel.

ST 28939 33034: The stream emerges below Fore Street over a small weir (which is 
not thought likely to present a fish passage issue) and enters an area of public green 
space adjacent to the town’s community centre, with car parks on both banks. A couple 
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of large pipes emerging on the RB just below the bridge suggest that urban runoff from 
hard surfaces may be an issue in this area.

ST 28939 33034: Although the vertical sides of this stretch of channel have been 
armoured with rock, macrophyte growth within the channel, and even some sorting of 
sediment, shows that some natural processes of scour and deposition are in operation, 
and could be enhanced by the addition of more woody material. 

Above the rock armouring, the grassy banks are fairly heavily mown, and might benefit 
from a more relaxed management regime. Some streamside tree planting would also 
increase visual appeal and habitat value. 

More ambitious options for this reach could include bank regrading, not only to improve 
high-flow conveyance, but also the aesthetics of this high profile stretch of the stream.
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ST 28974 33005: On the LB, just below a bridge linking the two car parks, an access 
cover with associated pipe suggests a CSO or other outfall which would warrant further 
investigation and monitoring. This could include a local community engagement and 
citizen science programme, with riverfly monitoring by interested volunteers.

ST 28993 32994: As the stream leaves the community centre car parks, it becomes 
very briefly impounded by a small weir (which represents a fish passage issue) and 
executes a rapid right turn in a deep channel beside a footpath. Due to the straightened 
channel and fairly steep gradient, the u/s impoundment effect of this barrier appears to 
be minimal: depending on the structure of the weir, removal, notching or pre-barraging 
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could be investigated as fish passage solutions (with complete removal as the preferred 
option). In addition to shading from the high sidewalls, this short length of channel is 
also heavily overshaded by mature conifers on the RB (car park) side: removing and 
replacing these with less dominant native species might be appropriate.

ST 28987 32977 (approx): The stream then disappears into a culvert under Church 
Walk, and re-emerges in a constrained channel between domestic properties, where it 
enters another culvert of undetermined length.

ST 29079 32911: Further hard sides were observed from the bridge at Mill Street.
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ST 29094 32907: D/s of Mill Street, the stream runs into the grounds of North 
Petherton Community Primary School, where it could not be easily observed. However, 
aerial photography suggests that the banks may be in a relatively natural condition 
throughout this reach.

 

ST 29263 32909 (approx): Due to the inaccessibility of the school grounds, it was not
possible to observe the stream again until this point, approximately 200 m d/s, adjacent
to the School Fields public highway. Just u/s from this location, it is understood that a
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control structure at ST 29230 32907 (approx) splits the flow between the ‘Back Stream’
(shown above - the true North Petherton Stream) and the ‘Front Stream’ (the mill stream
feeding the old Baymead corn mill at Baymead Lane).

According to a conversation with the developer of the area shown above and below, the
flow control  structure is  managed by the property owners “a couple of doors up” (ie
perhaps No 6 Brookfield?): it is said to be adjusted at times of low flow to allow more
water down the Front Stream. 

ST 29276 32929: At the time of this visit, the area was being redeveloped, with new 
stone gabion banks being installed by the owner / developer. Verbal advice was 
informally offered on reducing the verticality of these banks, creating a low flow channel 
rather than any impoundments, softening the toe and making the channel more wildlife 
and fish friendly. 

Positive follow up involving EA geomorphology teams has subsequently been 
recommended and would be valuable – if only to ensure that the structure of the gabions
is robust enough to resist disintegration and avoid storing up problems such as bank 
instability for the future.
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4.2 ‘Back Stream’ (School Fields to Baymead Lane)

ST 29287 32910: From this point the true North Petherton Stream runs through 
multiple private gardens, where it was not possible to assess it in detail. However, the 
channel is likely to have been simplified and hardened to a greater or lesser degree in 
many areas. Direct piped runoff from roofs and paved areas is likely, and misconnections
are possible. Throughout this area, it would be worth engaging with local residents to 
identify any of these issues: solving misconnections, and promoting use of water butts, 
rain gardens, permeable paving, as well as softening banks and improving in channel 
habitat along individual lengths of stream.
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ST 29385 32877: Just before it enters another culvert under Bayfield Lane, the stream
could be observed running between private gardens. Hard banks seem to be common,
but  some  emergent  and  marginal  vegetation  also  appears  to  be  present,  providing
habitat improvement in some areas.

Below  Bayfield  Lane,  the  stream  continues  in  an  easterly  direction  through  private
gardens and then across farmland, where it could not be easily observed, towards the
M5.
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4.3 ‘Front Stream’ (School Fields to Baymead Lane)

ST 29287 32925: As it flows along School Fields, the ‘Front Stream’ branch of the 
stream passes through the front gardens of multiple private properties, each with a short
single span bridge culvert for access. Hardened banks predominate, but garden plants 
offer occasional trailing cover. As above, engagement with residents would be valuable.
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ST 29383 32933: At Baymead Lane, the ‘Front Stream’ flows into a small culvert with
an  informal  trash  grid  at  the  u/s  end.  This  could  constitute  an  impediment  to  fish
passage, particularly when it becomes blocked with debris,  and should be modified if
possible.

ST 29399 32932:  The ‘Front Stream’ enters a private garden on the eastern side of
Baymead Lane.  These are  the  grounds of  the former Baymead corn mill,  where the
channel is subdivided again. Looking downstream (as per the photo above) most of the
flow is directed towards the mill via the main right hand channel, while a much smaller
proportion of the flow is taken into a relief channel through a small sluice gate to the left,
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and down into a small culvert under the property’s access drive. This sluice gate is likely
to be a barrier to fish passage: there may also be fish passage issues at the former mill.

As seen in the picture above, good gravels were observed in this area: adding woody
material  would  assist  natural  processes of  scour  and sorting,  and enhance this  as a
spawning location for various species of fish.

Due to private land ownership, it was not possible to follow the further course of the
stream at the time of this walkover: however, it is believed to rejoin the ‘Back Stream’ /
main North Petherton Stream at approximately ST 29520 32868.
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4.4 ‘Front Stream’ relief channel 

ST 29472 32949: The next opportunity to observe this channel occurs at the end of
Mead  Close,  where  it  flows  straight  and  narrow  along  the  side  of  an  industrial  or
agricultural building. Habitat value is limited by hard vertical banks: depending on the
management regime for the u/s sluice, flows may also become very low in summer. Due
to the proximity of buildings and the road, breaking out this stretch of stream might be
unrealistic, but it would be beneficial to soften the edges  with natural vegetation and
add instream structure in general.
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ST 29597 32955: Further d/s, along the edge of Parkersfield playing fields, the channel
is straight, shallow and slightly incised but relatively naturalistic, apparently with small
natural sills of bedrock or cobbles, and good deposits of gravel. Rough vegetation on the
LB offers some trailing cover, while the RB appears more managed – perhaps mown a
few times each year. Depending on flows, resident fish species are likely to be limited
apart perhaps from bullhead, but some areas could offer spawning habitat for trout.

A more ambitious approach for  this  stretch could including remeandering the stream
across part of the rough grass playing fields (ST 29551 32984 approx): this could create
a  significantly  greater  length  of  more sinuous  stream, with  considerable  habitat  and
amenity benefits which might outweigh the small loss of land. 
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ST 29688 32941: At the eastern end of the playing fields, the stream enters an area of
woodland,  where  an old  fence  has  accumulated  woody debris  and  introduced  much-
needed diversity of habitat. This may constitute a fish passage issue at some flows, but
on balance its rough and informal structure is likely to be a net positive for many species.

 

ST 29716 32928: Further d/s, natural woody material in the relief channel becomes
abundant, creating much diversity of structure, and possibly even offering habitat for
adult trout.
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ST 29722 32884: Having turned a sharp right angle in a southerly direction, the relief 
channel passes under what appears to be a red brick pipe bridge, and rejoins the true 
North Petherton Stream. Riparian vegetation is limited by heavy shading from evergreen 
hollies, but sedges appear in some areas. Heavy littering including plastic bottles and 
drink cans on the LB suggests either antisocial behaviour in this area, or litter swept d/s 
from the town in very high flows.

ST 29733 32873: As it flows east towards a large culvert under the M5 motorway, the
channel is shaded but rich in woody material: excellent habitat for all species of fish.
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5.0 Making it happen

This type of walkover assessment is designed to identify the range and
location  of  issues  impacting  upon  underperforming  watercourses.  The
reports highlight potential solutions to the issues encountered and provide
supporting evidence for future projects and funding bids. 

Further to this report, the WTT can undertake specific Project Proposals
for the more complex issues highlighted, detailing exactly what is required
and how the work can be undertaken. Those Project Proposals then often
form the supporting documentation for any EPR applications and consents
that may be required.

WTT are may also be available to advise on the design and installation of
in-channel structures from a fisheries perspective. 

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and
PDF format on habitat management and improvement:

www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications

We have also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild
Trout’  which  graphically  illustrates  the  challenges  of  managing  river
habitat  for  wild  trout,  with  examples  of  good  and  poor  habitat  and
practical  demonstrations of  habitat  improvement.  Additional  sections of
film cover key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing
fish stocks and managing invasive species. 

The  DVD  is  available  to  buy  for  £10.00  from  our  website  shop
www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd or  by
calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.

6.0 Disclaimer

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any
loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any
other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting
upon guidance made in this report. 
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7.0 Appendix: Summary tables of recommendations 

7.1 North Petherton Stream: upper urban channel (Hulkshay Farm to School Fields)

Location Photo 
(If required)

Prio
rity
(1-
3)

Grid
reference

Proposed action

Hulkshay Lane 
weir

3
ST 28405 32983

Fish passage: Remove or reduce / notch 
and pre-barrage to allow fish passage u/
s

Verriers channel 1 ST 28768 33006

Fish passage and habitat: add cover logs
or boulders to increase channel 
roughness and habitat pockets

Mill Bay flume 1 ST 28791 33009

Fish passage: investigate and modify if 
necessary (eg with chem fixed boulders 
or low-cost baffles) and / or bank 
regrading as below 



Mill Bay green 
space

1 ST 28791 33009

Habitat: regrade banks and add woody 
material to enhance channel processes, 
with supplementary planting for 
attractive softer edges with trailing 
cover. More ambitiously: potential for 
remeandering and / or creation of 
community pocket park and flood 
storage area

Watery Lane 
culvert

2 ST 28850 33045

Fish passage: investigate options 
including daylighting some or all of the 
culvert, possibly with rock ramp at d/s 
end 

Watery Lane pool 1 ST 28861 33056

Habitat: soften edges with marginal 
planting for trailing cover; also add wood
in mid channel

Channel between 
Watery Lane and 
Fore Street 

1
ST 28901 33051

Habitat: add wood (including cover logs) 
to increase channel roughness and add 
habitat pockets 
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Central car park 
channel

1 ST 28939 33034

Habitat: regrade banks for improved 
flood risk management aesthetics in this 
very high profile reach; also add wood to
enhance existing processes, plus tree 
planting and more relaxed mowing 
regime on both banks. 

Central car park 
channel

1
ST 28974 33005

Water quality: investigate impact of 
possible CSO and urban runoff in this 
area, perhaps through community 
riverfly monitoring

Central car park 
channel weir

1 ST 28993 32994

Fish passage: Remove or reduce / notch 
and / or pre-barrage to allow fish 
passage u/s; plus tree work to reduce 
shading

School Fields flow 
control structure 

(no image at present) 2
ST 29230 32907

(approx)

Fish passage: requires further 
investigation: currently very secluded 
between school land and private 
properties
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Development site  1 NY95116626

Habitat: further engagement with 
landowner / developer to modify vertical 
gabion sides to a stable gradient with 
soft bank protection  

7.2 ‘Back Stream’ (School Fields to Baymead Lane)

Observation Photo 
(If required)

Prio
rity
(1-
3)

Location Proposed action

Stream in private 
gardens

2
ST 29288 32912

– 
ST 29441 32852

Habitat and water quality: engagement 
with local residents to manage stream 
habitat more naturalistically, and control 
runoff / misconnections
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7.3 ‘Front Stream’ (School Fields to Baymead Lane)

Observation Photo 
(If required)

Prio
rity
(1-
3)

Location Proposed action

Stream in private 
gardens

2
ST 29286 32928

– 
ST 29383 32933

Habitat and water quality: engagement 
with local residents to manage stream 
habitat more naturalistically, and control 
runoff / misconnections

Informal trash grid 1 ST 29383 32933

Fish passage: modify informal trash grid 
to reduce likelihood of blockage (thus 
reducing local flood risk and improving 
fish passage) 

Baymead Mill flow 
control structures

(no image at present) 2 ST 29429 32920
Fish passage: investigate passability and 
management of former milling structures
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7.4 ‘Front Stream’ relief channel

Observation Photo 
(If required)

Prio
rity
(1-
3)

Location Proposed action

Distributary sluice 
and culvert above 
Baymead Mill

2 ST 29400 32934
Fish passage: investigate culvert below 
sluice

Mead Close 
channel

2 ST 29472 32949

Habitat: soften edges and / or add cover 
logs or boulders to increase channel 
roughness and habitat pockets

Parkersfield 
playing fields 
channel

1 ST 29501 32955
-  

ST 29691 32938
Add woody debris to incised channel to 
improve cover for potentially spawning 
trout; engage with local council to relax 
mowing regime on LB. More ambitiously,
remeander part of the channel across the
upstream area of this green space? ( ST 
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29551 32984 approx)
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